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Cultural heritage artifacts connect us to past generations and provide links to previous worlds that are beyond our reach.
We developed TombSeer, an augmented reality application that aims to immerse the wearer in a museum space engaging
two senses (seeing and gesturing) through a holographic heads-up interface that brings virtual, historical artifacts “back to
life” through gestural interactivity. This article introduces the TombSeer software prototype and highlights the application of
embodied interaction to museum visits using an emerging hardware platform for 3D interactive holographic images (e.g., Meta
head-mounted display). This article discusses the TombSeer prototype’s development and functionality testing with the Tomb
of Kitines exhibit, which was conducted at The Royal Ontario Museum in Toronto, Canada. TombSeer’s embodied gestural and
visual augmented reality experience functions to aesthetically enhance museum exhibits, cultural heritage sites, and galleries.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

TombSeer is a Digital Cultural Heritage (DCH) application that uses holographic augmented reality
(AR) to enhance the Egyptian Tomb of Kitines replica exhibit at the Royal Ontario Museum (ROM).
TombSeer aims to immerse the wearer in a museum space, engaging two senses (visual and gestural
interaction) in combination with a 3D holographic, AR interface that brings virtual, historical artifacts
“back to life” in a gallery setting. It seeks to revitalize an exhibit by making virtual representations of
Egyptian artifacts seem tangible for a gallery visitor in a space that is essentially an empty room.
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c Kayleigh Hindman.
Fig. 1. Meta Developer Kit 

Museums, galleries, and cultural heritage sites provide tangible connections to past generations,
and within these environments exist the ability to study and analyze past cultures and value systems
[Ridel et al. 2014]. The scientific, anthropological, geographical, and historical aspect of each cultural
site or artifact is unique and complex; therefore, the pursuit of technological enhancement must be approached strategically [Pietroni and Adami 2014]. Previously, and currently, there have been multiple
efforts in Europe to incorporate virtual reality (VR) and AR technology to revitalize historical cultural
artifacts and North America is following that example.
Following the recent trend, the TombSeer application revolves around the concept of bringing artifacts “back to life” by creating a VR and AR that pays tribute to the cultural heritage of the exhibit.
In order to maintain this theme, “back to life,” we chose to look at the ROM’s tomb-based exhibits for
our first prototype. After the consideration of exhibits at the ROM for technological restrictions and
the ability to revitalize/enhance the exhibit, the Egyptian Tomb of Kitines was chosen for the prototype of the application. This tomb allows for an area with controlled lighting within a singular space,
which complies with the technological restrictions of the AR platform being used. Visitors to the exhibit can also physically enter the replica of the tomb at the ROM allowing for expanded possibilities
for revitalization and enhancement.
The prototype was created using the Meta holographic AR headset platform (Figure 1). Meta is
still only in development release. Meta, at the time this project began, was the only holographic AR
headset available for consumer purchase; however, the market for AR headsets is quickly growing.
Currently, with this prototype, the TombSeer application merges the technological advances of Meta
(3D interactive holograms and gestural interactions) with the historical richness of the ROM to create
an experience that is engaging and educational for the user.
TombSeer contributes a DCH holographic computing application in the prototype stage. TombSeer
adds a novel AR, head-mounted display system, which pushes user interaction boundaries while still
aiming to be approachable and user friendly.
The article will progress in seven parts to prove the novelty of TombSeer as an application: (1) A
definition of holographic AR as it applies to the project. (2) An examination of previous AR works in
museums and cultural heritage sites. (3) An outline of the unique challenges and difficulties of designing AR applications for museums and cultural heritage sites. (4) A description of the TombSeer concept
including the relevance of The Tomb of Kitines and a discussion about the application’s intended audience. (5) An outline of the technological functionality of the application, its adaptations to the Meta
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platform, and (6) functionality and quality assurance (QA) bug testing in the museum. (7) Plans for
future research with the TombSeer application.
1.1 What Is Holographic Augmented Reality?
AR is a medium of communication created through the use of computer hardware, software, and a set
of user interface practices. Ronald Azuma [1997] first defined AR in academic terms in three criteria: it
“combines the real and virtual,” it is “interactive in real time,” and it is “registered in three dimensions.”
AR implies that users are interacting with real life and a VR at the same time. AR can be achieved
using handheld mobile devices, phones, and tablets. But it is increasingly proposed for head-mounted
display technology that fits over the eyes, such as Google Glass. While often limited to the visual and
aural sense, AR implies augmenting any or all human senses with a virtual component.
Holographic Augmented Reality, or Holographic AR, however, integrates a more immersive AR experience because it involves using a headset that provides a 3D viewpoint. Meta and Microsoft HoloLens
are currently the most recognized hardware platforms for Holographic AR [Henry et al. 2015]. Holographic computing adds a 3D stereoscopic viewpoint creating the impression of real size depth, solidity,
and parallax. It includes markerless surface tracking that produces low-latency, 360-degree tracking.
Further, Holographic AR allows for gestural interaction, providing museum visitors with a more embodied experience with virtual additions to exhibits. Users can reach out and move virtual objects
in the real world through hand-based gestural interaction. With this addition, Holographic AR contributes to the notion of a natural user interface, which has long been the goal for many wearable
display technologies and AR interfaces, in general [Abowd and Mynatt 2000].
2.

PREVIOUS WORK ON AUGMENTED REALITY, DIGITAL CULTURAL HERITAGE, AND MUSEUMS

According to Reunanen et al. [2015], “Digital cultural heritage (DCH) describes tangible and intangible cultural heritage entities that have been either created in or transformed to a digital media format.
The term also refers to novel applications that make use of digital media and information processing
tools to allow for new ways of displaying, manipulating, working with, and storing cultural heritage
artifacts.” Currently, immersive technology—both VR and AR—for museums and DCH is on the rise. It
has been estimated that about 35% of museums in Europe have already started to develop some form
of 3D presentation of objects [Ng Giap Weng et al. 2011]. There has been much important research
on 3D representation of cultural heritage objects across various computing platforms for a long time
[Ciabatti et al. 1998]. However, AR has more recently been identified as significant to museums in
many ways [Schavemaker 2011; Schavemaker et al. 2011]. Museums are already accustomed to displaying information in multisensory formats to engage visitors, so AR is a good choice for technology
adoption in this regard. Letting visitors watch, listen, and gesture is desirable.
Technology adoption within a museum, gallery, or cultural heritage site is determined by visitors’
abilities and preferences. Technology can be daunting for visitors who are not accustomed to using
it. Therefore, in spaces such as these, transitions to new technology are key. Previous research has
indicated that visitors are reluctant to pick up new technology on their own for fear of judgment or
misuse. For this reason, in many pilot studies where technology was left available for use without
guidance, it was often disregarded [Van Der Vaart 2014]. Therefore, for technology to be adopted in
these settings, it must be easy to use, easy to navigate, and provide friendly instructions in order for
visitors to be encouraged to engage with the new technology [Van Der Vaart 2014].
AR has reached a point where it is useful to museums, galleries, and cultural heritage sites as a
means of adding to the visitor experiences and engaging patrons by exposing them to new technology
[Radsky 2015]. Previous AR projects in relation to these sites have been geared to educational tools
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or enhancing the museum experience. These goals were accomplished through two different hardware
displays:
1) Museum displays using handheld devices – AR museum research on handheld displays has
been, in majority, mobile or table-based technologies using AR applications that currently exist,
such as the Layar platform, or applications created by the individual. The handheld display is
meant to augment a particular room, object, or heritage site, and therefore enhance the museum
experience. Other applications feature virtual curators who speak to users providing information
and additional information on screen as an educational tool [Chan et al. 2013].
2) Museum displays using head-mounted devices – Most previous prototypes using headmounted displays or head worn technologies strive for VR experiences rather than AR participation,
which is a combination of real and virtual interactivity. A previous prototype for cultural heritage
sites that attempted AR via head-mounted displays was limited because the headsets were secured
to a stand [Park et al. 2006]. More recently, a research team using the Vuzix M100 Smart Glasses
created an application to enhance cultural sites; however, this technology encountered object recognition issues and was limited in its technological capabilities [Vainstein et al. 2016].
The notion of the digital museum has been a popular concept and consistent theme amongst artist and
technologists for several years. Therefore, in order to move beyond what has been done, we wanted to
concentrate on heads-up, AR in combination with natural gestural interactivity with the TombSeer application. We contribute to this rich previous work in museum spaces with the addition of holographic
computing that has not been used before in a museum environment.
3.

DESIGNING AR FOR DIGITAL CULTURAL HERITAGE IN MUSEUMS

AR has the ability to convey information and engage visitors in unique and exciting ways. The challenge is creating an application that is engaging and has quantifiable learning outcomes. Museums,
galleries, and cultural heritage sites function to tell stories. The effort to create virtual and augmented
representations of these environments is complex work. Determining which method of storytelling is
appropriate for which environment is not a definite science [Pietroni and Adami 2014]. However, there
are some consistencies within the literature about designing AR for these environments.
Museum visits can be nonlinear; therefore, AR applications for theses spaces must be adaptable
to individual visitors, as each is unique. Previous work has attempted this through the use of surveys, visitor studies, and ethnographic observations [Ioannidis et al. 2014]. For storytelling, the right
information must be delivered at the right moment in order for the visitor experience to be enjoyable
[Mannion 2011; Rieland 2012]. An example of this design function is the use of a reward system within
AR application that provides visitors with more information about the exhibit if they find the augmented object that leads them toward the next phase of the game [Ioannidis et al. 2014]. Additionally,
because museum visits are episodic and do not allow for the extended time on tasks, it is essential
to adapt existing knowledge building scaffolds to function within the constraints of a single museum
visit [Yoon et al. 2012]. Narratives have a better chance of knowledge transfer than bare facts alone
[Ioannidis et al. 2014]. Therefore, storytelling is at the heart of creating an engaging experience in all
successful museum exhibits.
The TombSeer application explores many of the difficulties faced when designing AR for museums,
galleries, and cultural heritage sites. Through the use of virtual objects, culturally relevant information, and gestural interactions, TombSeer allows the user to be immersed in a 2nd century AD Egyptian narrative. Although still an early prototype, this application aims to provide museums with an
interactive user experience for a rich historical connection.
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TOMBSEER CONCEPT

The motivation behind TombSeer emerged from previous research conducted within several museum
spaces involving resources for persons who are blind or low visioned [Pedersen and Aspevig 2013].
One instance of this work focused on The Tomb of General Zu Dashou (“Ming Tomb”) at the ROM.
Leveraged by this previous work, we decided to concentrate on the notion of The Tomb for our first
prototype because of its rich connotations and the potential to draw upon historic stories.
Tombs house not only burial chambers for the dead but also serve as rich settings to reveal artifacts
of past civilizations. Tombs signify fascinating boundaries between the living and the dead, the past
and the present, and the ethereal and the mundane. Tombs are also spaces of unanswered questions,
intriguing narratives, and expansive histories that often reach far beyond the tomb walls. In this
respect, tombs are the perfect starting point for an exhibit revitalization/enhancement AR application.
For this first prototype, TombSeer, we decided to begin with the Tomb of Kitines replica at the ROM.
During a site visit at the ROM with a Meta company representative, we inspected several potential tomb exhibits that would provide the optimal experience for holographic AR. From a functional
perspective, the Tomb of Kitines replica provided an interior space that is controlled, accessible, and
visible. The Tomb of Kitines allowed us to manage the lighting so that Meta could function to its full
capacity.
From a historical perspective, the Tomb of Kitines provides a rich history with a great deal of opportunity for augmentation. The Tomb of Kitines at the ROM is a replica of the original tomb in Egypt and
recreates the feeling of being inside a tomb (Figure 2). It calls upon visitors to imagine a past space
and culture. The walls are covered with hieroglyphs and visitors can walk into the tomb to examine
and touch its walls freely (Figure 3). However, the space within the tomb (the small room) is devoid of
the tomb’s actual artifacts, leaving visitors with no indication of what the space was like in reality or
how the space would have been used.
We introduced the early concept and interactions for TombSeer at the Augmented Human International Conference [Pedersen et al. 2016]. This article expands the project in three central ways. First,
we improved the technical functionality of the software discussed in Section 5. Second, for this article,
we included important previous DCH research that informed the project. We also included the findings
of a cultural heritage worker, who worked from inside the museum to help us research the nature of
the artifacts that would be found in the Tomb of Kitines replica. Before embarking on 3D rendering of
virtual objects, we strove to make the imagery of bread, for example, look like the kind of bread that
would be offered at the tomb. Third, we describe four rounds of functionality and QA bug testing that
informed the development of TombSeer (discussed in Section 6).
4.1 Intended Site
The ROM is Canada’s largest museum. It opened in 1914 and currently holds 6 million objects in its
collections of art, archeology, and natural science. Our goal with TombSeer is to provide an application
that bridges the gap between history and reality, enhances the museum experience, and allows users to
see artifacts and information that are not in the physical display. Maintaining and accessing cultural
heritage is important to societies all over the world. In the future, the TombSeer application aims to
ensure that the cultural heritage of the many exhibits on display are not only maintained but also
enhanced in a manner that is engaging and educational to the user.
4.2 What is the Significance of the Tomb of Kitines in Egypt?
Throughout antiquity, Egyptian elites aspired to build tombs that would allow them to receive prayers
and offerings in the afterlife. Therefore, it was common practice to prepare for death by constructing
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Fig. 2. The entrance to the Tomb of Kitines replica
c Isabel Pedersen.
at the ROM 

Fig. 3. Hieroglyphs from the walls of Tomb of Kitines replica
c Isabel Pedersen.
at the ROM 

a large tomb and creating a mortuary endowment in order to ensure the continuation of prayers and
offerings perpetually [Bryant 2003]. This was important as the offerings ensured the “deceased [would]
live forever, rejuvenated eternally by taking part in the offerings of libations consecrated to the gods”
[Riggs 2005].
The original Tomb of Kitines in Egypt is a richly decorated sandstone tomb consisting of six rooms,
making the potential for virtual exploration and augmentation extensive. The original tomb features
funeral reliefs dating as far back as the 2nd-century AD and decorations can be found along the tomb’s
doorjambs, in the sanctuary, and at its entrance. Although the original occupant of this tomb is unknown, this tomb has been continuously inhabited throughout history. In the past century, Senussi
soldiers took refuge in the tomb during World War I (1914–1918), and later in the 20th Century, the
Bashendi family made use of the tomb. Nevertheless, some funerary reliefs have survived and show
the 2nd-century AD notables meeting the gods Min, Seth, and Shu (Figures 3 and 4) [Corbelli 2006].
The Tomb of Kitines replica at the ROM represents the inner chapel of the tomb where family,
friends, and hired priests would have come to make offerings to the Ka of Kitines. Although flowers
may have been brought, the main offerings would have been bread and beer. There is a lack of historical documentation about the characteristics of this bread, but most scholars believe from specimens
uncovered (some over 5,000 years old) that it is very similar to modern Egyptian loaves: round and
flat [Howard 2011]. These offerings would be brought to the temple and placed by priests. Since Egyptians did not normally burn their offerings in order to release their essence for divine use, the act of
placing the offerings inside a designated part of the tomb allowed the Ka of Kitines to extract what
was needed. However, this process left the food superficially unchanged for human use, leaving these
resources available for the “Reversion of Offerings,” meaning the food could be passed on to the priests
who took care of the tomb as their payment after it had been “consumed by the god” [Snape 2011].
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c Isabel Pedersen.
Fig. 4. User examines notable gods on the walls of the Tomb of Kitines replica 

Our goal with the TombSeer application is to embrace the rich history of the original tomb as well as
the history encompassed in the replica at the ROM. As the medium of holographic computing improves,
TombSeer will be extended. This application allows for the potential to expand the exhibit with visual
virtual objects, without having to physically add artifacts to the limited space within the replica. The
original tomb offers five additional rooms beyond what is currently featured at the ROM. With TombSeer, the potential for the exploration of these rooms and augmentation of artifacts becomes possible.
Visitors to the museum could physically examine the replica while virtually traveling to the other five
rooms with the assistance of the TombSeer application in the future.
4.3 Embodied Interactivity
TombSeer is meant to be an evocative enhancement for the user experience, not a hindrance. Many
human-computer interactions experts have called for more research in embodied interactivity, especially in the arts domain [Ishii and Ullmer 1997; Rekimoto 2008; Dourish and Bell 2011; Mistry et al.
2009]. The TombSeer application follows a strategic and aesthetic design ideal for AR to meet this
goal for embodiment. This is based on the premise “that human participants move, think, and exist
simultaneously—AR interfaces need to accommodate human participants who not only act physically,
but act mentally, and existentially (constantly negotiating the self in relation to others and the physical word)” [Pedersen 2009]. We applied this “existential” design ideal for AR to TombSeer. The goal
is to change the role of the user from passive observer to tomb visitor, one who imagines himself or
herself moving, learning, and reacting in a new cultural context. This existential change, while subtle,
enlivens the museum experience.
Consequently, the key interface goal for the TombSeer application is to inspire more embodied interactivity in museums, galleries, or cultural heritage spaces as people digest information about an
exhibit. Human movement (e.g., walking or moving in a wheelchair) and gestural actions should work
in conjunction with mental activity (e.g., learning, thinking, imagining). More specifically, the intent
is to avoid the “stand and read” paradigm that inevitably takes place when people are trying to learn
more about a display. The Tomb of Kitines exhibit at the ROM already strives for a degree of immersion, as it is a replica of an authentic tomb in Egypt. The ROM’s display invites visitors to stand inside
the tomb and imagine an ancient lifestyle, to imagine another time. The TombSeer application offers
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Fig. 5. Developer working with Meta to create an augmented overlay of color hieroglyphs (top left corner) for the Tomb of
c Kayleigh Hindman.
Kitines 

another level of immersion and existential engagement for the user by providing six distinct interactions (explanation to follow) within the tomb as a means to learn more about the 2nd-century AD
Egyptian civilization. The goal is to create the feeling of being there in a historic space, by moving
around and engaging with the exhibit in a more immersive way, and imagining the lives of the people
who would have gone to the tomb.
5.

TECHNOLOGICAL FUNCTIONALITY

The TombSeer application augments information found on plaques or display cards with virtual information. By augmenting the space with 3D visualizations and natural interaction, we can depict
the same, and more, information through a holographic, heads-up display (Figure 5). TombSeer allows
people to learn and interact with the exhibits in an unrestricted, self-guided tour. Further, TombSeer
aspires to bring a more embodied, AR experience to aesthetically enhance museum visits without
hindering the wearer’s mobility or harming the surface of the exhibits. In the future, cultural heritage sites, galleries, and city streets could become their own living exhibits with nothing more than a
headset.
5.1 Adaptations of User Interactions for the Meta Platform
The Meta hardware platform includes the following: a 3D see-through display (resolution: 960 × 540
pixels (qHD)), depth camera, color camera, 360-degree tracking head tracking, accelerometer, gyroscope, compass, and two built-in microphones.
Our research [Pedersen et al. 2016] into this new medium has led us to adapt several interactions
for the Meta platform:
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Fig. 7. TombSeer’s ability to interact with
c Kayleigh Hindman.
virtual objects in 

1) Stare to select – TombSeer uses the Meta optical see-through, head-mounted display. Users are
able to stare are various points of interest, which then become highlighted and cause a single line of
information about the object to appear in the user’s field of vision through the holographic heads-up
display. If a user stares at an artifact, additional information about the artifact will appear in the
user’s field of vision. This allows users to easily pick what they want to learn about the artifact
without having to read through screens of unwanted information (Figure 6).
2) Interacting with 3D objects in an augmented space – TombSeer allows users to grab an artifact, for example, a virtual Egyptian urn, and turn it around in order to inspect it. Users are also
able to pick up and carry objects around in the augmented space. Certain objects can be placed in
specific “holding areas” within the augmented world, which will cause an event to happen. Other
objects can be dropped to the floor or interact with other augmented objects (Figure 7).
3) Point at a virtual object to interact – To perform unique interactions with the selected objects,
users can point at them to initiate an event. Pointing at paintings, for example, can create a virtual
world related to the painting to generate immersion. Pointing at artifacts, such as a hieroglyph,
brings it closer to the user for inspection.
4) Pinching to scale information large or small – TombSeer allows users to grab the virtual
information that appears in the augmented world by physically grabbing it with a pinching motion.
Pinching the information allows users to dynamically alter the size of the information if the user
finds the text or images hard to read/see.
5) Swipe your hand – Previously when virtual information was displayed in the Meta headset, users
were able to swipe their hand to cycle through different panels of information. Due to the developments with “stare to select” this is no longer necessary. Users can still use the swipe function to clear
information away so that they can just focus on the image/artifact they were originally viewing.
6) Pressing virtual buttons – Users can also choose to press virtual buttons to access additional
information about an artifact. With radial information displays, swiping is no longer necessary to
cycle through information, but the button function allows users to interact with the information in
a place with limited space better, such as a tomb.
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Table I. Summary of Technical and Functional Testing

# of testing

Location

# of run-throughs

Goals

Round 1

Decimal lab

12

Uncover initial bugs and technical issues

Round 2

MaRS Discovery District

2

Demo TombSeer to invited guests

Round 3

We Are Wearables event

30

Uncover bug and technical issues caused by public
event demo with many users (load and stability testing)

Round 4

ROM

1

Onsite test at the ROM museum to uncover bug and
technical issues caused by environmental factors (e.g.,
light levels, rooms size) of the Tomb of Kitines replica
(see Figure 2)

Following these adaptations, our next step is to evaluate and iterate on these points through technical
and functionality tests in our lab and in the museum where TombSeer is going to be installed. We
selected these two test plans based on our previous experience with development for wearable and AR
applications [Gale et al. 2015].
6.

TECHNICAL AND FUNCTIONAL TESTING

In order to evaluate the implementation of the interactions mentioned earlier, we tested the prototype
of the TombSeer application in real-world environments as well as in our lab. Because environmental
factors (such as light level and room size) can have an effect on the application’s operation, we decided
to conduct test sessions in public events and also in the ROM. In total, we have conducted four rounds
of technical and functional QA testing, including a test session in our lab, at two public events, and
onsite at the ROM (see Table I for the summary of these tests).
Round 1: The first round of technical tests took place in our lab where 12 users tried the TombSeer
prototype (12 run-throughs of the whole application), the goal of these tests was to identify any bugs
or other technical issues that were not discovered through developers internal tests (see Figures 6
and 7). Round 2: After these initial tests, TombSeer was demoed during a research mobilization event
at MaRS Discovery District (Toronto), outside of the lab. Selected guests (artists, local developers, and
enthusiasts) were invited to try TombSeer in order to gage interest for this kind of museum application.
Round 3: A third test was held at a large public event (outside of a museum space) to begin to test the
stability of the TombSeer prototype when multiple users try to use the application. This large event
took place at the We Are Wearables monthly gathering (attendance approximately 800) (Figure 8) with
two Meta units running TombSeer. A total of 30 run-throughs of the whole application were performed
on two available headsets while the TombSeer developers recorded and noted technical and functional
issues (such as processes that caused the application to crash) as well as any difficulties that the
users had with the application (such as processes that caused difficulty in interaction with augmented
objects).
These rounds of technical testing led us to alter four aspects of the application based on the issues
we observed at these events:
1. Head movements: determining the significance of head-turning and staring in relation to object
interaction;
2. Peripheral viewpoint: determining the placement of objects in peripheral visions;
3. Text Overlay: setting the font size of the text displayed within the write-ups; and
4. Interactivity: defining more interactions with the artifacts.
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c Billy Lee.
Fig. 8. Demo at public events 

c Isabel Pedersen.
Fig. 9. Testing interactions during onsite visit to ROM 

Round 4: After implementing the changes from the previous rounds of testing, we brought TombSeer
to the Tomb of Kitines replica at the ROM to conduct an onsite technical field-test of the six unique
interactions listed earlier (see Section 5.1). This was the first onsite museum test of the TombSeer
application conducted by developers in order to gage the functionality of the interactions within the
actual physical space (Figure 9). By visiting the ROM, developers were able to determine if the application worked with the actual carved hieroglyphs. This was the first verification that our system
worked with the 3D physical infrastructure. This testing also revealed that the size and position of the
hieroglyphs were different than the graphics we used for in-lab testing; consequently, size and positioning problems became apparent. There were also depth issues in relation to virtual objects. Hence,
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we noticed the need to create a better proxy for the tomb for our internal testing when we do not have
access to the ROM. Nevertheless, it was encouraging for us to verify that our application works onsite,
as well as to note the issues (as explained earlier) to refine for our next iteration of the application.
TombSeer has undergone functional and QA tests in our lab, at two public events and field-test at
the ROM museum where the application is intended for use. Although all these technical tests have
revealed similar discrepancies in the application, these issues were more noticeable and highlighted
during the onsite test at the ROM. There were four major problems that were of concern to the development team:
1. Gestural interactions: They were often unclear as to what each gestures should look like (i.e., how
to make a fist);
2. Point of view: The problem with finding optimal points of interests within the user’s field of vision;
3. Immersive landscape: The problem with VR immersion when objects were cut off from the user’s
field of vision;
4. Help Information: The lack of a “help” option within the virtual interface.
The four previously identified problems were addressed by implementing three solutions. The first
solution aims to allow for more complex interactions to be completed with simpler gestures and also
provide better demonstration in application for how to perform the more complex gestures. The second
solution for point of view adds a vignetting effect (a reduction of an image’s brightness or saturation at
the periphery compared to the image center) within the application so that objects fade into the edges
of the field of vision to make the transition more natural and not disrupt the virtual reality immersion.
For example, when a virtual urn appears and it is time to move to the next virtual object, the urn fades
away rather than simple disappearing, which could be jarring. The third solution includes the addition
of “help” messages that will orbit the user within the virtual interface instead of being attached to
real-world items that the user could miss during viewing. The implementation of these solutions would
improve TombSeer’s functionality and stability.
We have already observed significant improvement in our prototype as a result of these four rounds
of testing (as explained earlier in this section); however, further lab testing and field-testing must
occur, and we are planning to design future tests in order to focus on usability and user experience
issues in addition to functionality and QA tests.

7.

FUTURE RESEARCH

As we move forward with our development of the TombSeer application, it is also important to consider augmented technology platforms that are in development and in early release, which may be
better suited to host the application than the Meta Developer Kit. One such technology is the Meta 2,
which will feature a full 90-degree field of view and 2,560 × 1,440 high-dpi display. The Meta 2 features a see-through headset that makes everything below the users’ eyebrows completely transparent
and unobstructed so that users can easily make eye contact with those around them. The Meta 2
sensor array makes positional tracking possible to see, grab, and move holograms just like physical
objects. Users can also track objects, such as a pen or paint brush. The Meta 2 headset is designed to
be worn comfortably for hours by the average user [Meta 2016]. Additionally, there is the Microsoft
HoloLens, which is the first fully untethered, holographic computer, enabling users to interact with
high-definition holograms in the real world. This technology uses Windows 10, which is the first platform to support holographic computing with APIs that enable gaze, gesture, voice, and environmental
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understanding on an untethered device [Microsoft 2016]. The future of AR technology is just beginning
and the possibilities for use within cultural heritage spaces are endless.
More and more museums and other cultural heritage sites are required to respond to a dynamically changing world. Their collections are vital not only for preservation but also for understanding
constructions of value systems, representations of cultural memory, and scientific inquiry. However,
audiences also expect this sort of knowledge transfer to be much more immediate and even personal.
One advantage of holographic AR will be the ability for visual virtual overlay to enliven material collections with novel content and stories. As Newell et al. [2016] point out “Museums work through
many modes: through the stories they tell, through the collections they mobilize and the exhibitions
they launch. Stories are the means through which people make sense of themselves and the worlds
they inhabit.” Moving forward, the future research goal for TombSeer is to dramatize the lives of fictional inhabitants from this era through virtual characters to engage visitors. If life-like holograms
or personas could enliven the Tomb of Kitines, museum visitors could participate with artifacts in a
culturally contextualized setting. However, the hardware will need to evolve in order to embark on this
further research.
8.

CONCLUSION

The preservation of museums, galleries, and cultural heritage sites is important as these spaces provide a link to past cultures and civilizations. The TombSeer application brings novel interactions to
a functional museum experience as well as an aesthetic one. The wearer’s interactivity with artifacts
and information contributes to an alluring virtual space and one that goes well beyond what is visible
in a regular museum environment. TombSeer also meets many of the early goals for wearable designs,
which demand a human-centric rather than device-centric interface [Pedersen 2009]. Utilizing the
technological advances of Meta and the historical environment of the ROM, TombSeer seeks to provide
a DCH application that is educational and interactive in order to bring history to the user’s fingertips.
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